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Abstract. Common programme observations by the
EISCAT UHF radar revealed an extended interval,
post geomagnetic local noon on 03 April 1992, during
which the F-region ion velocity orthogonal to the
geomagnetic ®eld was signi®cantly enhanced, to values
exceeding 2 km s)1 corresponding to a perpendicular
electric ®eld of some 100 mV m)1. Observations from
this interval are used to illustrate a method by which
estimates of the E-region ion-neutral collision frequency
may be derived in the presence of enhanced electric ®eld.
From both the rotation of the ion velocity vector and
the reduction in the ion velocity magnitude relative to
that in the F-region, independent estimates of the
normalised ion-neutral collision frequency are made at
the UHF E-region tristatic altitudes; the derived values
are, in general, lower than model predictions. Although
initial calculations assume a stationary neutral atmo-
sphere, ®rst-order estimates of the E-region neutral wind
are subsequently employed to calculate revised estimates
of the normalised ion-neutral collision frequency; these
neutral winds are derived by attributing the di�erence
between predicted and observed enhancements in ®eld-
parallel ion temperature to thermospheric motion. The
inclusion of neutral winds, which are themselves not
inconsiderable, appears to have only a limited e�ect on
the normalised collision frequencies derived.

1 Introduction

Various workers have attempted to derive estimates of
the ion-neutral collision frequency from observations by
incoherent scatter radar. In most cases, the ion-neutral
collision frequency has been determined directly from

the returned signal through a spectral ®tting technique,
or equivalently from the autocorrelation function; this
technique has been used to retrieve collision frequencies
from observations by the incoherent scatter radars at
Arecibo (e.g. Wand and Perkins, 1968; Wand, 1976),
Millstone Hill (e.g. Salah et al., 1975), Chatanika (e.g.
LathuilleÁ re et al., 1983), and the European incoherent
scatter facility (EISCAT) (e.g. FlaÊ et al., 1985; Huusk-
onen et al., 1986; Kirkwood, 1986; Kofman et al., 1986;
Huuskonen, 1989). This regime over which the ion-
neutral collision frequency can be ®tted successfully is
limited to altitudes below some 110 km; above this
height the e�ect of ion-neutral collisions on the inco-
herent scatter spectrum, which is discussed by, e.g.,
Hagfors and Brokelman (1971), ceases to be signi®cant.
In addition, in ®tting for the collision frequency, the ion
and electron temperatures are generally assumed equal,
thus restricting ®ttings of this type to relatively low
electric ®eld values, although Schlegel et al. (1980)
successfully managed to ®t simultaneously for ion
temperature, electron temperature and ion-neutral col-
lision frequency from incoherent scatter observations by
the Chatanika radar.

An alternative method of determining the ion-neutral
collision frequency from incoherent scatter observations
was adopted by NygreÂ n et al. (1987). Huuskonen et al.
(1984) and NygreÂ n et al. (1984) present expressions
describing the relationship between the vertical ion
velocity for various orientations of the ionospheric
electric ®eld. From these relationships, NygreÂ n et al.
(1987) estimated the ion-neutral collision frequency
from EISCAT UHF observations to altitudes approach-
ing 140 km. For the altitude range over which the ion-
neutral collision frequency could be determined from
the conventional ®tting technique, both methods pro-
duced comparable values which also agreed in general
with estimates based on the CIRA-72 reference model
atmosphere. In their method for the determination of
the ion-neutral collision frequency, NygreÂ n et al. (1987)
neglected the e�ect of neutral winds on ion motion in
the E-region, although the authors did propose anCorrespondence to: J. A. Davies
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approach by which their method could be amended to
account for neutral ¯ows. Indeed, in a subsequent paper,
NygreÂ n et al. (1989) presented observations from a new
EISCAT experiment, modi®ed such that it enabled the
workers to eliminate the e�ect of any horizontal neutral
wind component in their derivation of the ion-neutral
collision frequency. This modi®cation involved the use
of an eastward-tilted pointing direction of the UHF
beam, in addition to the vertical observations.

In this study, a further method for calculating the
ion-neutral collision frequency at E-region altitudes
from the ion velocity is established; indeed this tech-
nique permits the derivation of two independent esti-
mates of the collision frequency. The theoretical
foundation of this method is outlined next.

The ion drift in the frame of reference of the neutral
atmosphere, resulting from an externally imposed per-
pendicular electric ®eld E, can be expressed in the form

vi ÿ vn � 1

1� min=Xi� �2
Eeff � B

B2
� min

Xi

Eeff

B

� �
; �1�

in which vi and vn represent the velocities of the ion and
neutral populations, min is the ion-neutral collision
frequency, Xi is the ion gyrofrequency and B represents
the magnetic ®eld (e.g. Schlegel and St-Maurice, 1981).

The e�ective electric ®eld Ee�, the electric ®eld in the
frame of reference of the thermosphere, is related to the
applied electric ®eld E via the expression

Eeff � E� vn � B : �2�
In such a simpli®cation, relative ion-neutral motion is
restricted to the plane perpendicular to the geomagnetic
®eld, implying an absence of e�ects driving ®eld-aligned
ion ¯ow such as parallel electric ®elds. The e�ective
electric ®eld will vary with altitude, in response to any
corresponding variation in the neutral wind.

An increase in the ratio of the ion-neutral collision
frequency to the ion gyrofrequency, also termed the
normalised ion-neutral collision frequency (NygreÂ n
et al., 1987), characteristic of decreasing altitude, will
result in the progressive rotation of the ion-neutral
relative velocity vector in the ®eld-perpendicular plane
from the Eeff � B direction towards the direction of the
e�ective electric ®eld Ee�, as discussed by, for example,
Brekke et al. (1990). Furthermore, a reduction in the
magnitude of the relative ion-neutral velocity is also
predicted with increasing normalised ion-neutral colli-
sion frequency. With increasing ion-neutral collision
frequency, the ion velocity tends towards the neutral
velocity such than in the lower E-region the ion
population is collisionally constrained to move with
the neutral atmosphere. In the F-region, where ion-
neutral collisions are infrequent, the ionospheric plasma
is constrained to move only along the magnetic ®eld
direction in the absence of an applied perpendicular
electric ®eld. In the presence of such a ®eld, however, the
F-region ions move, in the frame of reference of the
geomagnetic ®eld, approximately with the E� B drift in
the ®eld-perpendicular direction such that

vi � E� B

B2
: �3�

It follows from Eq. (1) that it is theoretically possible to
determine the normalised ion-neutral collision frequen-
cy, at an altitude in the E-region where collisions have a
signi®cant e�ect on ion dynamics, independently from
both the rotation of the di�erential ion-neutral velocity
vector in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic ®eld
from the Eeff � B direction at that altitude and from the
reduction in the magnitude of the ®eld-perpendicular
ion-neutral relative velocity from that of Eeff � B.

The normalised ion-neutral collision frequency at a
given altitude can be derived from the angle of rotation
of the direction of relative ion-neutral ¯ow at that
altitude from the Eeff � B direction at that altitude,
using the simple relationship

min
Xi
� tan U�Eeff � B� ÿ U�vi ÿ vn�� � ; �4�

where U represents the angle of each vector from a
reference direction in the ®eld-perpendicular plane.

Moreover, the normalised ion-neutral collision fre-
quency at a particular altitude can be calculated from
the reduction in the magnitude of the ion-neutral
relative velocity from that of Eeff � B, the latter of
which is expressed by the ratio Eeff=B, via the expression

min
Xi

� �2

� Eeff=B� �2
jvi ÿ vnj2

 !
ÿ 1 : �5�

If the neutral wind can be regarded as negligible at the
altitudes where the ion-neutral collision frequency is to
be determined, Eq. (1) can be simpli®ed thus

vi � 1

1� min=Xi� �2
E� B

B2
� min

Xi

E

B

� �
: �6�

If the neutral atmosphere is considered stationary, it is
therefore possible to determined the normalised ion-
neutral collision frequency at any given altitude in the E-
region from both the rotation of the ion velocity vector
from the E� B direction at that altitude and from the
reduction in the magnitude of the ion velocity from that
of E� B, the latter of which is expressed by the ratio
E=B. Under this simplifying assumption, the solutions of
equation 1, in terms of the normalised ion-neutral
collision frequency, can be expressed in the form

min
Xi
� tan U�E� B� ÿ U�vi�� � �7�

and

min
Xi

� �2

� E=B� �2
v2i

 !
ÿ 1 : �8�

As mentioned previously, in the F-region, where ion-
neutral collisions are infrequent, the ions move approx-
imately with the E� B drift. Thus, providing the
geomagnetic ®eld B can be assumed invariant with
altitude between the E-region and the F-region, the F-
region ion velocity can be used in Eq. (7) and (8) to
determine the normalised ion-neutral collision frequency.
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In order to calculate the ratio of the ion-neutral
collision frequency to the ion gyrofrequency at a given
altitude in the E-region via the above method, it is
necessary to have measurements of the ®eld-perpendic-
ular ion vector velocity at that altitude and a corre-
sponding measurement of the F-region drift, preferably
on the same ®eld line so that no assumptions about the
spatial extent of variations in the electric ®eld are
necessary. Several versions of the ®eld-aligned EISCAT
UHF common programme 1, including CP-1-I and CP-
1-J, make both E-region and F-region tristatic common
volume measurements and would therefore be appro-
priate for such a study. Ideally, simultaneous measure-
ments of E- and F-region ion velocity are required and
as this is not possible, given the nature of the UHF
system, careful selection of the interval on which to test
this method is necessary. Of course, this technique, in a
manner similar to that of NygreÂ n et al. (1987) and the
subsequent work of NygreÂ n et al. (1989), also relies on
the presence of enhanced ionospheric electric ®elds.

The extended interval of CP-1-J in the post-noon
sector of 03 April 1992, during which the F-region
perpendicular ion velocity magnitude is enhanced to
values approaching 2.5 km s)1, has been selected as a
suitable data set on which to perform such a study. In
fact, as demonstrated later, these data particularly
highlight the need to account for the neutral wind in
the calculation of the ion-neutral collision frequency by
this method.

2 Experimental arrangement

In EISCAT common programme 1, version J (CP-1-J)
the transmitter beam at Tromsù is approximately
aligned along the local magnetic ®eld direction. The
remote site radars perform an 8 position scan, inter-
secting the transmitter beam at 6 E-region altitudes, 91,
96, 101, 109, 117 and 125 km, and at a single F-region
position, centred around 278 km, the latter being
repeated twice within each scan. The duration of each
scan is 10 min, with the dwell time in each position being
approximately 60 s. Remote site observations at the
tristatic F-region altitude are, therefore, available every
5 min, whereas for a given E-region scan position,
measurements are only available every 10 min. Four
pulse schemes are transmitted: long pulse, alternating
code and two power pro®les. A long pulse scheme, with
a pulse length of 350 ls, yields an altitude resolution in
the local magnetic ®eld direction of some 22 km
extending over 21 range gates centred from approxi-
mately 140 to 600 km altitude. The alternating code
transmission scheme is employed for high resolution E-
region observations. A 16 baud strong condition alter-
nating code, using a baud length of 21 ls, a�ords an
altitude resolution of approximately 3.1 km between 86
and 270 km altitude. A 21 ls power pro®le pulse scheme
is sampled over the same range gates to enable a zero lag
to be `patched in' to the alternating code autocorrelation
functions. A 40 ls power pro®le scheme is also included
for a slightly more coarse determination of raw E- and

F-region electron density. Received signals are integrat-
ed over 5 s.

For the present study, observations from Tromsù
have been post-integrated at a temporal resolution of
5 min and the remote site data, over the dwell time at
each scan position. The signal-to-noise ratio of the F-
region remote site and Tromsù long pulse observations
employed in the present investigation are typically 20±
30% and 100±300%, respectively.

3 EISCAT CP-1-J observations of E- and F-region
ion velocity

The observing geometry of the CP-1-J experiment
enables the vector ion velocity to be determined, at six
E-region altitudes in addition to the F-region altitude of
278 km, by combining the ion velocity measurements at
those altitudes from each receiver site. Figure 1 illus-
trates both the ®eld-perpendicular zonal (full line,
positive eastward) and ®eld-perpendicular meridional
(dashed line, positive northward) components of the

Fig. 1. Field-perpendicular zonal (full line, positive eastward) and
meridional (dashed line, positive northward) ion velocity components
measured by EISCAT between 10:00 and 15:00 UT on 03 April 1992.
Sequential panels illustrate velocity measurements, with error esti-
mates, at 278, 125, 117 and 109 km altitude
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vector ion velocity, with associated errors, at 278, 125,
117 and 109 km altitude between 10:00 and 15:00 UT
on 03 April 1992. The quoted errors include uncertain-
ties due to the analysis and the random error (du Castel
and Vasseur, 1972). Ion velocity components are
presented only where the signal-to-noise measurement
at each of the three UHF receiver sites employed in their
calculation exceeds a threshold of 2%. Measurements of
the ®eld-orthogonal ion velocity from the three lower E-
region tristatic altitudes, 91, 96 and 101 km, are not
presented as many of the incoherent scatter signals
returned from those altitudes were not su�ciently well
determined for analysis. Moreover, many of those from
which an ion velocity estimate could be derived were of
low signal-to-noise ratio, a consequence of the low
electron density at these altitudes during this interval.
The ion velocity components calculated at 278 km
altitude were derived from long pulse transmission. At
the E-region tristatic altitudes, the velocities were
derived from a combination of long pulse observations
from the remote sites and alternating codes at Tromsù.

At the F-region tristatic altitude of 278 km, the ®eld-
perpendicular zonal component of the ion velocity
increases to a maximum approaching 2500 m s)1 in a
westward direction whereas the meridional component
remains comparatively low throughout the interval, less
than 400 m s)1. The zonal component of the ion velocity
remains consistently westward at 278 km altitude,
whereas the meridional ion velocity, although predom-
inantly directed northward, undergoes several reversals
in direction. At 125 km altitude, the magnitude of the
zonal component of the ion velocity is reduced with
respect to that at 278 km, attaining a maximum value of
around 1500 m s)1 between 13:00 and 14:30 UT. Con-
versely, the ®eld-perpendicular meridional ion velocity
component at 125 km altitude greatly exceeds that at the
F-region tristatic altitude and remains consistently
northward throughout the interval. Whereas at
278 km altitude the ®eld-perpendicular zonal compo-
nent of the ion velocity greatly exceeds the correspond-
ing meridional component, at 125 km altitude the
meridional ion velocity component is not signi®cantly
less than the zonal velocity component. At 117 km, the
zonal ion velocity component is generally lower than
that observed at 125 km whereas the magnitude of the
meridional component is comparable at these two E-
region intersection altitudes. In contrast to the behav-
iour observed at higher altitudes, at 117 km the mag-
nitude of the meridional component of the ion velocity
exceeds that of the zonal component over much of the
interval. At 109 km altitude, neither of the ®eld-
perpendicular components of the ion velocity attain
values in excess of 500 m s)1, although the meridional
ion velocity is signi®cantly greater than the correspond-
ing zonal component. The zonal ion velocity component
at 109 km does not remain consistently westward as is
observed at higher altitudes; there is evidence for the
occurrence of short-lived instances of eastward zonal
¯ows just before 13:00 UT and between 14:30 and
15:00 UT, although the estimated errors on the velocity
measurements at this altitude are large.

The behaviour of the individual ®eld-perpendicular
ion velocity components implies both a progressive
rotation in the orientation of the ion velocity vector in
the ®eld-orthogonal plane, from zonal to meridional,
and a reduction in the velocity magnitude with decreas-
ing altitude, e�ects which are more clearly demonstrated
in Fig. 2. Figure 2 presents the ®eld-orthogonal ion
velocity magnitude (upper panel) and the angle from the
meridional northward direction of the ®eld-orthogonal
ion velocity vector (lower panel) with associated error
estimates, at the altitudes of 278, 125, 117 and 109 km
over the same time interval as Fig. 1. In the lower panel
of Fig. 2, positive angles indicate eastward zonal ion
velocities and negative angles represent westward di-
rected zonal ¯ow.

At 278 km altitude, the ion velocity vector is directed
at an angle of between 10 and 20° to the ®eld-orthogonal
westward direction, and its magnitude increases from an
initial value of 250 m s)1 at 10:00 UT to approximately
2250 m s)1. Short periods during which meridional ¯ow

Fig. 2. Magnitude (upper panel) and direction (lower panel) of the
®eld-perpendicular ion vector velocity derived from EISCAT mea-
surements at 278, 125, 117 and 109 km altitude, from 10:00 to
15:00 UT on 03 April 1992. Directions are represented by the angle of
ion ¯ow from meridional northward, positive indicating an eastward
zonal ¯ow, and observations from each altitude are di�erentiated by
their line style
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at the F-region tristatic altitude was southward (see
Fig. 1) are represented by angles of less than )90°, for
example )100° just prior to 14:30 UT. At an altitude of
125 km the ®eld-orthogonal ion velocity magnitude is
slightly reduced with respect to that at 278 km over
much of the 5 h interval, typically by some 10%. The
ion velocity vector, however, has been signi®cantly
rotated towards the meridional northward direction, by
an angle approaching 30°. The magnitude of the ion
velocity at 117 km altitude attains a maximum of
approximately 1500 m s)1 at 13:00 UT; the velocity
vector is rotated from that at an altitude of 125 km by
about 20°. At 109 km altitude the orthogonal ion
velocity magnitude is reduced to less than one ®fth of
its value at the F-region tristatic altitude and is rotated
by some 60° from the direction of the F-region ion
velocity.

Both the rotation in the ®eld-perpendicular ion
velocity observed by EISCAT during the interval men-
tioned, from a near geomagnetic zonal westward direc-
tion towards the meridional north with decreasing
altitude and the reduction in the magnitude of the ion
velocity from that measured at F-region altitudes, illus-
trate the e�ect of increasing collisional coupling with the
neutral atmosphere on the motion of the ion population.
Indeed, the sense of rotation of the ion velocity is
consistent with what would be anticipated given the
direction of the F-region ¯ows; westward F-region ion
¯ows indicate a northward applied electric ®eld.

The altitude variation of ion velocity in the auroral
ionosphere was previously observed, and discussed in
detail, by Brekke et al. (1990) in their study of E-region
currents. The authors examined observations from an
earlier version of EISCAT common programme 1, CP-
1-H, in which tristatic measurements were made at four
E-region altitudes (101, 109, 119 and 132 km) and in the
F-region. It must be realised, as also noted by Brekke
et al. (1990), that in the presence of an applied electric
®eld, a progressive rotation in the observed perpendic-
ular ion velocity and reduction in the velocity magnitude
with decreasing altitude will not necessarily be observed.
With increasing ion-neutral collision frequency there is
certainly a progressive rotation of the relative ion-
neutral velocity vector from the direction of Eeff � B to
that of Ee�, but this does not necessarily imply that the
ion velocity will be observed to rotate progressively, as
the e�ective electric ®eld, or more speci®cally the neutral
wind, varies with altitude. Similarly, the ion velocity
magnitude will not necessarily be observed to reduce
progressively with decreasing altitude.

4 Derivation of the normalised ion-neutral
collision frequency

The ratio of the ion-neutral collision frequency to the
ion gyrofrequency, the normalised ion-neutral collision
frequency, has been derived at the three highest CP-1-J
E-region intersection altitudes, 109, 117 and 125 km
altitude during the interval of enhanced electric ®eld in
the post-noon sector on 03 April 1995. In the initial

calculations of the normalised collision frequency the
neutral wind in the E-region is assumed to be negligible,
thus expressions (7) and (8) are employed. The validity
of this assumption is discussed later, particularly with
reference to the present observations. Independent
estimates of the normalised ion-neutral collision fre-
quency during this interval have been derived from the
rotation of the observed ion velocity vector at each of
the E-region altitudes from the direction of the observed
F-region ion velocity at 278 km, representative of that
of E� B, and from the reduction in the velocity
magnitude from that observed at 278 km altitude, the
latter is expressed by the ratio E=B. As mentioned
previously, in assuming that the F-region ion velocity
measurements are representative of E� B in the E-
region, the geomagnetic ®eld must be assumed to be
approximately equal in both its magnitude and direction
between the F-region tristatic volume and the E-region
altitudes of interest. Calculations of the IGRF model of
the geomagnetic ®eld at the position of EISCAT
indicate that between the F-region and the E-region
the magnitude and direction of the magnetic ®eld vary
by less than 5% and 1°, respectively. The resultant e�ect
on the derived value of the normalised ion-neutral
collision frequencies would be less than 5%, compara-
ble, indeed, to the uncertainities in the EISCAT
measurements.

Figure 3 presents time series of normalised ion-
neutral collision frequency, with associated errors, at
125 km (upper panel), 117 km (central panel) and
109 km altitude (lower panel) from 10:00 to 15:00 UT
on 03 April 1992, derived from the EISCAT CP-1-J
observations of the rotation of the ion velocity vector
(full line) and the reduction in the velocity magnitude
(dashed line) from those measured at the F-region
altitude of 278 km. Additionally, modelled values of the
normalised collision frequency at each of these altitudes
are illustrated by a dotted line. The normalised ion-
neutral collision frequency is modelled at the CP-1-J
tristatic E-region altitudes using the MSIS-86 model
thermosphere (Hedin, 1987) and the IGRF model,
appropriate to the above date and the geographic
location of EISCAT. The ion-neutral collision frequency
is modelled for an ion population comprising NO+ and
a neutral atmosphere consisting of O2, N2 and O, with
the neutral densities being taken from the MSIS-86
atmospheric model. The collisions of NO+ with all
aforementioned neutral species are non-resonant inter-
actions, combining long-range polarisation attraction
and short-range repulsion, and, unlike resonant charge
exchange interactions in which an ion collides with its
parent neutral, such polarisation type collisions are not
dependent on the e�ective temperature which varies
with electric ®eld. The ion-neutral collision frequency is
calculated using tabulated values of the collision coef-
®cients cited in the review of Schunk and Nagy (1980)
such that

min � 4:34� 10ÿ16 N�N2� � 4:28

� 10ÿ16 N�O2� � 2:44� 10ÿ16 N�O� �9�
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where the collision coe�cients are quoted in units of
m3 s)1 (Schunk and Walker, 1973). The ion gyrofre-
quency is calculated, again for NO+ ions, using
magnetic ®eld estimates from the IGRF model of the
geomagnetic ®eld.

At E-region altitudes, analysis of EISCAT autocor-
relation functions assumes a totally molecular ion
population with a mean relative mass of 30.5, equivalent
to an ion composition comprising 75% NO+ and 25%
O�2 , although in modelling the normalised ion-neutral
collision frequency an ion gas comprising totally NO+ is
assumed. However, even in the extreme case where
100% O�2 is assumed, the modelled collision to gyrofre-
quency ratios are almost identical to those calculated
assuming solely NO+. The variation with time of the
modelled values of normalised ion-neutral collision
frequency over the ®ve hour interval, albeit small,
results primarily from the variation with universal time
of the densities of the neutral species yielded by the
MSIS-86 model. The discontinuity in the modelled
values at 12:00 UT is a consequence of the parameter-
isation of MSIS-86 by Ap, a three hourly magnetic index.

At 125 km altitude, the values of normalised collision
frequency derived from the EISCAT observations of

both ion velocity rotation and reduction in velocity
magnitude are similar, although rather variable, and are
comparable to those predicted. At the tristatic altitude
of 117 km, the derived values of the normalised ion-
neutral collision frequency remain comparable, but are
generally somewhat less than the modelled values. At
109 km altitude, the tendency for the modelled ratio to
exceed those derived from the EISCAT observations
continues, but, it is noticeable that the value of the
normalised collision frequency derived from the rotation
of the ion velocity (lower panel of Fig. 3, solid line) is, in
general, signi®cantly less than that derived from the
observations of the reduction of the ion velocity
magnitude (lower panel of Fig. 3, dotted line). Further-
more, at this altitude, the derived values of normalised
collision frequency demonstrate a gradual increase with
time through the interval; this feature is discussed in
more detail later on in the work. At altitudes below
109 km the modelled values of normalised collision
frequency (not shown) tend also to exceed those derived
from the EISCAT measurements, although the latter are
extremely variable. The altitude at which the modelled
normalised collision frequency is of value unity is
approximately 119 km, compared with 117 km for the
ratio derived from the EISCAT ion velocity observa-
tions. The mean and standard deviation of normalised
collision frequency derived from EISCAT observations
of ion velocity rotation and reduction, and modelled
using the MSIS-86 and IGRF models, are given in
Table 1.

Larger electric ®elds enable more accurate determi-
nation of the normalised ion-neutral collision frequency;
the mean values and associated standard deviations of
the normalised ion-neutral collision frequencies quoted
in Table 1 are therefore calculated from those estimates
of normalised collision frequency derived between 11:00
and 14:30 UT, corresponding to an electric ®eld exceed-
ing 35 mV m)1 in magnitude. Moreover, it should be
noted that the rotation in the ion velocity vector is likely
to provide a more accurate estimate of the normalised
ion-neutral collision frequency at higher altitudes in the
E-region, as changes in the orientation of the velocity
vector with normalised collision frequency are more
pronounced for small values of the latter. At 125 km
altitude, the ion velocity magnitude is comparable to
that in the F-region, indeed sometimes it exceeds that at
278 km altitude in which case an estimate of the
collision frequency is not possible, whereas the velocity
vector is signi®cantly rotated between these two alti-

Fig. 3. Normalised ion-neutral collision frequency derived from
EISCAT observations of ion velocity rotation (full line) and ion
velocity magnitude reduction (dashed line) at 125 (upper panel), 117
(middle panel) and 109 km altitude (lower panel), from 10:00 to
15:00 UT on 03 April 1992. Modelled values are also illustrated,
represented by a dotted line

Table 1.Mean normalised ion-neutral collision frequencies derived
from EISCAT observations taken between 11:00 and 14:30 UT.
Standard deviations are also given

Normalised ion-neutral collision frequency

Altitude (km) Velocity rotation Velocity reduction Modelled

125 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.63 0.01
117 1.2 0.5 1.1 0.2 1.53 0.03
109 2.7 1.2 3.7 0.7 4.49 0.06
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tudes (see Fig. 2). The normalised ion-neutral collision
frequency could, therefore, theoretically be derived from
the rotation in the ion velocity at higher altitudes than
125 km given measurements of the ion velocity at the
appropriate altitudes; for a normalised ion-neutral
collision frequency of 0.2, appropriate to an altitude
approaching 140 km, the ion velocity vector would still
be rotated by some 10°. Conversely, at lower altitudes
the reduction in the magnitude of the ion velocity is
more pronounced; the ion velocity magnitude exhibits a
signi®cant reduction between 117 and 109 km altitude,
from a maximum exceeding 1500 m s)1 to less than
500 m s)1.

Various previous authors have compared incoherent
scatter measurements of the ion-neutral collision fre-
quency with those predicted from atmospheric models.
Measurements of the collision frequency from the
Arecibo radar, presented by Wand and Perkins (1968),
compared favourably with those from the CIRA-65
model thermosphere. Similarly, both Wickwar et al.
(1981) and LathuilleÁ re et al. (1983) found that measure-
ments of the collision frequency from the Chatanika
incoherent scatter radar were consistent with values
derived from the JACCHIA-71 model. Measurements
by the Chatanika radar (Schlegel et al., 1980), however,
yielded collision frequencies noticeably less than those
calculated from the CIRA-72 atmospheric model (St-
Maurice et al., 1981), a result which the authors
attributed to an overestimate in the model densities.
Huuskonen et al. (1986) found EISCAT measurements
of ion-neutral collision frequency to be in fairly good
agreement with CIRA-72, whereas a study by Kirkwood
(1986) revealed collision frequency measurements which,
in general, signi®cantly exceeded predictions from both
CIRA-72 and the MSIS-83 thermospheric model; the
results of Kirkwood (1986), based on an extensive set of
EISCAT observations, were subsequently used in the
development of MSIS-86. Later work by Huuskonen
(1989), also with the EISCAT radar, showed that while
agreement with MSIS-86 was found in July, in February
and August the observed collision frequencies were
greater than the model values. In all of the studies
mentioned the collision frequencies were retrieved
through a ®tting technique and consequently limited to
altitudes below about 110 km. The velocity method of
NygreÂ n et al. (1987), which enabled the ion-neutral
collision frequency to be successfully determined to
altitudes approaching 140 km, yielded collision frequen-
cies which, although in general agreement with model
results from CIRA-72, tended to be less than the model
values at altitudes above some 110 km. Subsequent
comparison of these results with MSIS-86, by Huusk-
onen (1988), however, faired better at these altitudes.
The work by NygreÂ n et al. (1989), in which the authors
modi®ed the method of NygreÂ n et al. (1987) to eliminate
the e�ect of horizontal atmospheric motion, yielded ion-
neutral collision frequencies which were consistently
greater than those predicted using the MSIS-86 model.

NygreÂ n (1996) reviews much of the previous work
regarding the study of ion-neutral collision frequency in
the E-region using the EISCAT radar, including that of

FlaÊ et al. (1985), Huuskonen et al. (1986), Kirkwood
(1986), Kofman et al. (1986), NygreÂ n et al. (1987, 1989)
and Huuskonen (1989). In particular, the author com-
pares selected pro®les of ion-neutral frequency from all
of these papers with values derived from the MSIS-86
model, a comparison which reveals that, in general,
previous measurements of ion-neutral collision frequen-
cy, determined both by ®tting and from the ion velocity,
tend to exceed values derived from the MSIS-86
thermospheric model.

In contrast to much of the previous work, the values
of the ion-neutral collision frequency derived in the
present study tend to be lower than those which would
be expected in a neutral atmosphere described by the
MSIS-86 model. However, a rigorous comparison of the
present results with previous measurements of ion-
neutral collision frequency is not included in this work.
Rather, the intention is to demonstrate an alternative
method to that of NygreÂ n et al. (1987) by which the
normalised ion-neutral collision frequency can be de-
rived from EISCAT observations of ion velocity under
conditions of enhanced electric ®elds.

It is, at this juncture, informative to point out the
relative merits and disadvantages of this method over
that of NygreÂ n et al. (1987). These authors employed
previously derived functional relationships between the
electric ®eld and the vertical ion velocity to derive the
ion-neutral collision frequency during an EISCAT UHF
special programme run, in which the transmitter was
pointed vertically and the remote sites remained at a
single F-region tristatic volume. One distinct advantage
of their method is that simultaneous electric ®eld and E-
region vertical ion velocity measurements were thus
available (albeit not on the same ®eld line), whereas, for
the present method, the remote site radars must scan
between the F-region and the E-region intersection
volume of interest and over this time, of order several
minutes, the ionosphere must be assumed static. Thus,
the present method is inappropriate under situations of
rapidly varying electric ®elds associated with substorm
activity as observed by, for example, Williams et al.
(1990). This factor signi®cantly in¯uenced the selection
of an interval on which to perform this study; the post-
noon sector of 03 April 1992 was chosen not only due to
the presence of a substantial electric ®eld but also
because that ®eld appeared to remain relatively constant
over a long time scale, much longer than the several
minute gap between E- and F-region tristatic observa-
tions.

Furthermore, the method of NygreÂ n et al. (1987)
generates height pro®les of collision frequency whereas
the present method enables the collision frequency to be
determined only at the E-region tristatic altitudes. The
more coarse altitude resolution which is, therefore,
available to the present authors is not, however, a
serious disadvantage as the ion-neutral collision fre-
quency is believed to vary smoothly with height.

Although CP-1-K tristatic observations are available
below 109 km, their use has not been possible in the
present study due to the low signal-to-noise ratio,
particularly of measurements from the remote site
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receiver at SodankylaÈ which, due to the geometry of the
experiment, is far from the intersection volume. It is not
clear that, even given satisfactory velocity measure-
ments, it would be easy to obtain good estimates of the
collision frequency must below 109 km with this meth-
od, since neither the direction or the magnitude of the
ion velocity would be expected to vary strongly with
altitude. At these altitudes it is, however, possible to
derive the ion-neutral collision frequency from a con-
ventional ®tting method, although, as stated in the
introduction, the assumption of equal ion and electron
temperatures is somewhat compromised under situa-
tions of large electric ®elds.

The major advantage of the technique documented in
this study is that it enables two simultaneous estimates
of the collision frequency to be derived for any estimate
of the E-region ion velocity. Both this method, and that
of NygreÂ n et al. (1987), enable the collision frequency to
be derived to much higher altitudes than by conven-
tional ®tting, although in the present study this is limited
to 125 km by the geometry of the experiment.

5 Estimation of the neutral wind

Recently, a number of authors have attempted to derive
estimates of the E-region neutral wind from EISCAT
observations of ion velocity (e.g. Virdi et al., 1986;
Williams and Virdi, 1989; Kunitake and Schlegel, 1991;
Virdi and Williams, 1993; Brekke et al., 1994). These
studies have mainly been in relation to the investigation
of tidal oscillations in the lower thermosphere, and were
thus restricted to relatively undisturbed conditions. In
most of these studies the authors assumed, following the
work of Brekke et al. (1973), that, during such quiet
conditions, the ion motion in the E-region was princi-
pally governed by that of the neutral atmosphere such
that measurements of the ion velocity could be used as a
monitor of neutral velocities provided a small correction
for the e�ect of the electric ®eld was introduced. The
approach adopted by these authors is essentially the
antithesis of that adopted in the present study; the
correction employed to negate the e�ect of electric ®elds
invariably assumed modelled values of the normalised
ion-neutral collision frequency. In the present study,
®rst-order estimates of the E-region neutral wind are
derived separately, from a solution of the simpli®ed ion
energy balance equation.

The ion energy balance equation may be signi®cantly
simpli®ed on application to a realistic ionosphere in the
presence of large electric ®elds and, if solved with respect
to ion temperature appropriate to the ®eld-parallel ion
population, can be expressed in the form

Tik ÿ Teq � hmni
2kB

bk vi ÿ vn� �2 �10�

in which Tik is the ®eld-parallel ion temperature, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and hmni and bk represent the mean
neutral mass and ®eld-parallel ion temperature partition
coe�cient, respectively (e.g. St-Maurice and Schunk,
1977).

The ambient, or equilibrium ion temperature, Teq,
de®ned as the ion temperature in the absence of strong
frictional heating, is equivalent to the sum of the neutral
temperature and a small contribution to the ion
temperature due to electron-ion thermal energy ex-
change. The term on the left hand side, thus represents
the steady-state enhancement in the ®eld-parallel ion
temperature in response to ion frictional heating; such
steady-state conditions are attained in a characteristic
time which is the inverse of the ion-neutral collision
frequency.

Predictions of the enhancement in the ®eld-parallel
ion temperature at the three E-region tristatic altitudes
of 109, 117 and 125 km altitude were derived from the
observed ion velocity magnitudes at those altitudes from
the simpli®ed form of the ion energy balance equation
given above, assuming a stationary thermosphere. The
average neutral mass, hmni, (e.g. Schunk and Walker,
1972) has been calculated for an ion population com-
prising NO+ and a neutral population of O2, N2 and O,
neutral densities being taken from MSIS-86 thermos-
pheric model. The expressions for the collision frequen-
cies of the polarisation interactions between these ion
and neutral species are those cited in the review of
Schunk and Nagy (1980). The ®eld-parallel ion temper-
ature partition coe�cient, bk, is evaluated employing the
expression as quoted by, for example, Lùvhaug and FlaÊ
(1986) and McCrea et al. (1993), again appropriate to
the molecular ion species NO+. In the calculation of the
parallel temperature partition coe�cient, it is necessary
to adopt a value for ain, a numerical constant which is
the ratio of generalised transport cross sections involved
in the momentum transfer collision frequency. St-
Maurice and Schunk (1977) presents values of ain for
various collision mechanisms and ranges of energy. The
value adopted for ain is taken from Table 1 of St-
Maurice and Schunk (1977) for polarisation collisions of
type B; this value was adopted by those authors for all
non-resonant ion-neutral interactions. Values of bk
estimated from this equation, with neutral densities,
again taken from MSIS-86, range between some 0.53
and 0.55 which are comparable with theoretical values
derived by St-Maurice and Schunk (1977) for NO+-N2

interactions and estimates from EISCAT observations
by LathuilleÁ re et al. (1991).

The ®eld-parallel ion temperature enhancement pre-
dicted from CP-1-J measurements of the ion velocity at
109, 117, 125 km altitude between 10:00 and 15:00 on 03
April 1992 are compared to those observed. To de®ne an
observed enhancement in the parallel ion temperature it
is necessary to de®ne an unperturbed ion temperature at
each altitude. Ion temperature exhibits only a slight
diurnal variation, and the modal value over an extended
quiet interval is an adequate representation of its
unperturbed value (McCrea et al., 1991). Therefore,
the unperturbed ion temperature is de®ned as the modal
parallel ion temperature, calculated from its distribution
over the 03 April 1992. The problems inherent in the
derivation of ion temperatures by analysis of the
returned incoherent scatter signal during intervals of
high ion ¯ow velocities have been discussed extensively
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elsewhere (e.g. McCrea et al., 1995; Davies et al., 1995).
In the direction parallel to the magnetic ®eld, uncer-
tainties in the derived ion temperature principally result
from the adoption of a time invariant ion composition
model. An increase in the proportion of molecular ions
above that assumed in the analysis can result in the
signi®cant underestimate in the values of ion tempera-
ture yielded by the analysis. The ion composition pro®le
adopted for standard EISCAT analysis, however, al-
ready assumes an ion population totally comprised of
molecular species below an altitude of 150 km.

Figure 4 presents time series of the observed (full
line) and expected (dashed line) ®eld-parallel ion tem-
perature enhancement at 125, 117 and 109 altitude from
10:00 to 15:00 UT on 03 April 1992. The maximum
observed enhancement in the ®eld-parallel ion temper-
ature decreases from approximately 2000 K at 125 km
to 200 K at 109 km altitude, a consequence of the
reduction in the ion-neutral velocity in response to
increased collisional coupling between the two popula-
tions. At all three altitudes under consideration the
enhancement predicted by Eq. (10) generally exceeds
that observed, by as much as 1000 K. This could be a
consequence of assuming that the neutral velocity was

negligible when predicting the ®eld-parallel ion temper-
ature enhancement. The existence of a neutral wind due
to ion drag would reduce the ion-neutral velocity
di�erence, thus suppressing ion frictional heating, espe-
cially over such an extended period of enhanced ion
¯ow. An additional mechanism has been suggested to
heat the ions at E-region altitudes. McBride et al. (1972)
argue that turbulent heating of the E-region ions by the
modi®ed two-stream instability will occur during inter-
vals of large electric ®eld in a process analogous to
electron turbulent heating (e.g. Schlegel and St-Maurice,
1981). Theoretical calculations by St-Maurice et al.
(1981) suggest that ion turbulent heating can attain a
maximum of 50% of the frictional heating rate although
the authors demonstrated that such heating would peak
at an altitude of less than 100 km.

If the di�erence between the observed and expected
®eld-parallel ion temperature enhancements is attributed
to the e�ect of a neutral wind in the same direction as
the ion motion, a ®rst order estimate of the neutral
velocity can be calculated, using a rearranged form of
Eq. (10). The assumption that the ion and neutral ¯ows
are in the same direction implies that the ion drag term
constitutes the dominant term in the neutral momentum
balance equation. The time constant for the response of
the neutral atmosphere to ion drag is given by the
neutral-ion collision frequency, which is inversely pro-
portional to the plasma density (Baron and Wand,
1983). Electron densities observed by EISCAT during
this interval at E-region altitudes are typically
1:0� 1011 mÿ3, yielding a response time constant of
only 6 h. The relatively high E-region electron density
during this interval suggests that ion drag will constitute
a signi®cant force on the thermosphere not only in the
F-region but also at E-region altitudes. If, in fact, the
neutral wind is not in the same direction as the ion ¯ow,
due to the signi®cance of other terms in the neutral
momentum balance equation such as the Coriolis force,
this assumption would produce the minimum value of
the neutral wind magnitude required to reduce the
predicted ®eld-parallel ion temperature enhancement to
that observed.

Figure 5 presents time series of the derived neutral
wind velocity, with associated errors, at 125, 117 and
109 km altitude from 10:00 to 15:00 UT on 03 April
1992. Positive velocities indicate those where the neutral
velocity is in the same sense as the ion velocity at that
altitude. Where the predicted value of the ®eld-parallel
ion temperature does not exceed that observed by
EISCAT, the value of the neutral wind is negative,
implying motion of the neutral atmosphere is an
opposite direction to that of the ion ¯ow. The derived
neutral wind at all altitudes tends to increase with time,
in a manner which is consistent with the e�ect of ion
drag over a long period of frictional heating. Further-
more, the neutral wind tends to decrease with decreasing
altitude between 125 and 109 km altitude, also consis-
tent with the response of the neutrals to ion drag, the
time constant of which is inversely proportional to the
plasma density which tends to decrease with altitude
within that altitude range.

Fig. 4. Observed (full line) and modelled (dashed line) ®eld-parallel
ion temperature enhancement at 125 (upper panel), 117 (middle panel)
and 109 km altitude (lower panel), from 10:00 to 15:00 UT on 03
April 1992
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Estimates of the E-region neutral wind prior to the
onset of large electric ®elds are not inconsistent with
those determined by previous authors under quiet
conditions. For example, Kunitake and Schlegel (1991)
deduced equatorward neutral winds of around 80 m s)1

at 109 km at around 10:00 UT; at this altitude the
results presented here illustrate southward neutral ¯ow
(ion ¯ow is northward) of similar magnitude. The
neutral velocity appears to decrease abruptly (over a
time-scale of the order of tens of minutes) when the ions
slow down, particularly at 117 and 125 km; such as
rapid deceleration of the thermosphere is unphysical,
particularly given that the time constant of the neutral
atmosphere is so long. It seems reasonable to speculate
that, after around 14:20 UT, the neutral velocity must
be underestimated. A number of factors could contrib-
ute to this e�ect. For example, an increase in the
equilibrium ion temperature through the frictional
heating event, resulting from Joule heating of the
neutral atmosphere, would cause an underestimate in
the neutral wind which would be more pronounced at
the end of the interval when the electric ®eld is of
comparatively low value. Other terms in the ion energy
balance equation may also become important such that
Eq. (10) becomes less applicable.

A thorough comparison of the neutral wind with
values quoted by previous authors is not appropriate, as
the neutral winds are assumed parallel to the ion ¯ow;
rather, ®rst-order estimates of the neutral wind are
deduced in order to correct the values of the normalised
ion-neutral collision frequency derived in the previous
section.

6 Revised estimate of the normalised
collision frequency

For such a prolonged interval of enhanced ion velocity
on the dayside as observed post-noon on 03 April 1995,
the neutral wind becomes signi®cant. For less extended
intervals of enhanced ion ¯ow or those on the nightside
where the electron density is lower, ion drag would have
a far less pronounced e�ect on the lower thermosphere.
The results highlighted in the previous section indicate
that the assumption adopted in the calculation of the
normalised collision frequency, that the neutral wind is
negligible, is not necessarily valid under all circumstanc-
es. Expressions (7) and (8) were employed in Sect. 4 to
derive two independent estimates of the ratio of the ion-
neutral collision frequency to the ion gyrofrequency
from the rotation of the ion velocity vector and
reduction in the velocity magnitude from that observed
in the F-region. In the present section, the normalised
collision frequency is calculated by Eq. (4) and (5),
incorporating the E-region neutral winds derived in the
previous section. The calculated neutral winds derived in
the E-region are themselves ®rst-order estimates, as-
suming neutral ¯ows parallel to the direction of the ion
velocity. Moreover, the calculation of the neutral wind,
or more speci®cally the ®eld-parallel ion temperature
partition coe�cient and the mean neutral mass, itself
requires modelled values of the ion-neutral collision
frequency. This introduces an inconsistency, as the
neutral wind is subsequently being used to derive
corrected values of the normalised collision frequency.
The inclusion of the neutral wind is, however, not
intended to provide de®nitive results, rather to gauge a
general e�ect of a neutral wind on calculations of the
normalised collision frequency by this method.

Figure 6 presents a time series of the revised estimate
of the normalised ion-neutral collision frequency at 125
(upper panel), 117 (central panel) and 109 km (lower
panel) altitude from 10:00 to 15:00 UT on 03 April
1992, derived from the rotation of the relative ion-
neutral velocity vector from the direction of Eeff � B
(solid line). For comparison, the estimate of the
normalised collision frequency calculated from the
rotation of the ion velocity vector from the E� B
direction is included (dashed line) as are the modelled
values (dotted line). As the neutral gas is assumed to
¯ow in the direction of the E-region ions, the direction
of relative ion-neutral ¯ow will be the same as that of the
observed ion velocity; the e�ective electric ®eld will,
however, be oriented in a di�erent direction to the
imposed electric ®eld. Figure 7 illustrates a correspond-
ing time series of the revised estimates of the normalised

Fig. 5. E-region neutral wind velocity estimates at 125 (upper panel),
117 (middle panel) and 109 km altitude (lower panel), derived from
EISCAT observations between 10:00 to 15:00 UT on 03 April 1992.
Positive velocities indicate neutral ¯ow in the direction of ion ¯ow,
negative velocities indicate anti-parallel ion and neutral ¯ows
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ion-neutral collision frequency derived from the reduc-
tion in magnitude of the relative ion-neutral velocity
from that of Eeff � B (solid line). Again, values of the
normalised collision frequency derived assuming a
stationary thermosphere and modelled values are also
included, represented by dashed and dotted lines,
respectively. The mean and standard deviation of
normalised collision frequency, calculated between
11:00 and 14:30 UT, derived from EISCAT observa-
tions of the rotation in the ion-neutral di�erence velocity
and reduction in its magnitude are presented in Table 2.

At all altitudes, the normalised ion-neutral collision
frequency derived with the inclusion of a ®rst-order
estimate of the neutral wind tends to be greater than that
derived ignoring thermospheric ¯ow. It is noticeable,
however, that the converse tends to be true when the
neutral ¯ow is oppositely directed to that of the ions.
Although the inclusion of a neutral wind does tend to
increase the estimates of the normalised collision
frequency towards the modelled values, the di�erence
in the derived values of the normalised ion-neutral
collision frequency introduced with the inclusion of a
non-zero neutral wind is generally less than the estimat-
ed error in the normalised collision frequency.

The gradual increase in the normalised collision
frequency at 109 km, as noted in a previous section, is
still apparent even after the neutral wind correction.
Indeed, the collision frequency at this altitude more than
doubles over the 5 h interval. EISCAT observations,
presented by FlaÊ et al. (1985), revealed an increase in the
ion-neutral collision frequency, between 90 and 105 km
altitude, by a factor of 1.5±2 over a 90 min interval. FlaÊ
et al. (1985) speculated that this was due to neutral

Fig. 6. Normalised ion-neutral collision frequency derived from
EISCAT observations of ion velocity rotation including a neutral
wind correction (full line), at 125 (upper panel), 117 (middle panel) and
109 km altitude (lower panel). These derived neglecting the neutral
wind (as shown in Fig. 3) are illustrated, for comparison, as a dashed
line and modelled values are represented by a dotted line

Fig. 7. Normalised ion-neutral collision frequency derived from
EISCAT observations of ion velocity magnitude reduction including
a neutral wind correction (full line), at 125 (upper panel), 117 (middle
panel) and 109 km altitude (lower panel). Those derived neglecting the
neutral wind (as shown in Fig. 3) are illustrated, for comparison, as a
dashed line and modelled values are represented by a dotted line

Table 2.Mean normalised ion-neutral collision frequencies derived
from EISCAT observations taken between 11:00 and 14:30 UT,
taking into consideration the e�ect of neutral motion. Standard
deviations are also given

Normalised ion-neutral collision frequency

Altitude
(km)

Velocity rotation Velocity reduction

mean standard deviation mean standard deviation

125 0.7 0.2 0.7 0.3
117 1.6 0.7 1.3 0.5
109 3.3 1.2 4.9 0.9
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density enhancements, caused by atmospheric heating in
response to the passage of a large-amplitude, long-
period gravity wave; particle, Joule and wave turbulent
heat sources were discounted by the authors as, during
their interval, only a moderate electric ®eld (around
20 mV m)1) was present. During the present more
prolonged interval, with an electric ®eld exceeding
100 mV m)1 at maximum, Joule and wave heating
(there is no evidence of particle precipitation) could
well account for the neutral density, and hence collision
frequency, increase at 109 km. Indeed, FlaÊ et al. (1985)
state that it is around 110 km that these geophysical
heating mechanisms will have most e�ect.

The neutral wind correction has generated a number
of prominent spikes in the time series of normalised ion-
neutral collision frequency, especially at the lower
altitudes of 117 and 109 km; such spikes are unlikely
in a slowly varying quantity like collision frequency.
This indicates that, under some circumstances, the
inclusion of the neutral wind estimate can induce error,
rather than correct it. However, whilst the estimation of
neutral wind, which includes several assumptions, may
not be particularly accurate, its inclusion provides a
valuable indicator of the general e�ect of thermospheric
motion on normalised collision frequencies derived by
this method, especially for such a protracted event in
which signi®cant neutral winds can be induced.

Overall, the inclusion of the derived neutral wind
term does not appear to have a signi®cant e�ect on the
values of the normalised ion-neutral collision frequency,
although the di�erence between the results does relate to
the e�ect of assuming that the neutral wind is in the
same direction as the ion ¯ow.

The way in which the present authors have attempted
to account for neutral winds is very di�erent to that
adopted by NygreÂ n et al. (1989). As noted previously,
NygreÂ n et al. (1987) suggested an approach by which
their method for the determination of the ion-neutral
collision frequency could be amended to overcome the
limitation of neglecting atmospheric motion; a detailed
explanation of the modi®ed method including its limi-
tations, along with experimental results, were subse-
quently presented by NygreÂ n et al. (1989). Basically, use
of both vertical and eastward-tilted pro®les of ion
velocity enabled NygreÂ n et al. (1989) to eliminate the
horizontal component of the neutral wind from their
expression for the normalised ion-neutral collision
frequency, without the need for an independent measure
of neutral wind velocities as is more the case in the
present method. The results of NygreÂ n et al. (1989)
indicated that although the e�ect of the neutral wind
could be small, this was not necessarily the case. Indeed,
under some circumstances, the authors found that
neglecting the neutral wind, yielded results which were
not sensible.

7 Summary and conclusions

EISCAT CP-1-J observations on 03 April 1992, revealed
an extended interval during which the perpendicular

electric ®eld was signi®cantly enhanced, to values in
excess of 100 mV m)1. From both the rotation of the
ion velocity vector and reduction in the velocity
magnitude with decreasing altitude during the interval,
estimates of the ratio of the ion-neutral collision
frequency to ion gyrofrequency were made at the CP-
1-J E-region tristatic altitudes, which were compared to
predictions based on the MSIS-86 thermospheric model
and IGRF model of the geomagnetic ®eld. The discrep-
ancy between the modelled normalised collision fre-
quency and that derived from the EISCAT observations
a lower E-region altitudes is attributed to an overesti-
mate of the neutral densities produced by MSIS-86, in
accord with previous authors.

Furthermore, from the ion velocity measurements
during this interval, the extent of frictional heating of
the ion population at the E-region tristatic altitudes was
derived from a simpli®ed form of the ion energy balance
equation. The predicted enhancement in the ®eld-paral-
lel ion temperature was compared to those observed,
and, by attributing the discrepancy to thermospheric
motion in response to an ion drag force on the neutral
atmosphere, ®rst-order estimates of the neutral wind
velocity were obtained. These thermospheric ¯ows, the
values of which are not inconsistent with previous
measurements, were further employed to derive revised
estimates of the normalised collision frequency. Their
inclusion, however, is not particularly signi®cant at the
altitudes under consideration, although it does tend to
push the derived values of the normalised collision
frequency nearer to those modelled.

If this, and previous, methods for the determination
of the ion-neutral collision frequency could be co-
ordinated into a large-scale project, employing extensive
data sets, the value of both EISCAT and the new
EISCAT Svalbard radar is upper atmosphere studies
would be enhanced such that future versions of atmo-
spheric models could have a strong contribution from
these radars.
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